The small protein ubiquitin plays a vital role in virtually all aspects of cellular life. Among the diverse signaling outcomes associated with ubiquitination, the most well-established is the targeted degradation of substrates via the proteasome. During cell growth and proliferation, ubiquitin plays an outsized role in promoting progression through the cell cycle. In particular, ubiquitin-mediated degradation is critically important at transition points where it provides directionality and irreversibility to the cell cycle, which is essential for maintaining genome integrity. Specifically, the boundary between G1 and S-phase is tightly regulated by the ubiquitin proteasome system. Notably, the G1/S boundary represents a major barrier to cell proliferation and is universally dysfunctional in cancer cells, allowing for the unbridled proliferation observed in malignancy. Numerous E3 ubiquitin ligases, which facilitate the ubiquitination of specific substrates, have been shown to control G1/S. In this chapter, we will discuss components in the ubiquitin proteasome system that are implicated in G1/S control, how these enzymes are interconnected, gaps in our current knowledge, and the potential role of these pathways in the cancer cycle and disease proliferation.
Introduction
Progression through the cell cycle is driven by the oscillating activity of Cyclin Dependent Kinases (CDKs). The activity of CDKs is controlled by their binding to coactivator subunits termed Cyclins, as well as by CDK inhibitory proteins termed CKIs. The accumulation of both Cyclin and CKI proteins is tightly regulated at the level of transcription. In addition, Cyclin and CKI proteins are controlled at the level of their destruction. Remarkably, during each and every passage through the cell cycle, Cyclins, CKIs, and hundreds of other proteins, accumulate and are subsequently destroyed via a highly regulated process of programmed degradation. This degradation is controlled by ubiquitin.
Ubiquitin is conjugated to substrate lysines, and because ubiquitin itself contains seven lysine residues to which ubiquitin can be added, the repetitive addition of ubiquitin can result in the formation of polyubiquitin chains on substrates. These chains can be formed through each of the different lysines in ubiquitin, as well as through the amino-terminal methionine, leading to chain formations that adopt distinct topological features [1, 2] . The most well-characterized of these are chains
Introduction to cell cycle ubiquitin ligases 2.1 Cullin RING E3 ubiquitin ligases
The RING domain family of E3 ubiquitin ligases is the largest family of E3s in higher eukaryotes, and in humans it is represented by several hundred unique enzymes and/or enzyme complexes. The cullin RING ligases (CRLs) are the largest subfamily of RING E3s, encoding nearly 300 unique enzymes. The CRL E3s all share a common molecular architecture [10] . CRLs utilize a cullin protein backbone, which simultaneously binds to both an E2 ubiquitin conjugating enzyme and substrate, positioning E2 and substrate in close proximity, and enabling the rapid transfer of ubiquitin onto substrates (Figure 1A) .
The human genome encodes several cullin proteins, including Cul1, Cul2, Cul3, Cul4A, Cul4B, Cul5, Cul7, Cul9 and the related cullin-like protein APC2. With the exception of APC2, each cullin is thought to assemble into a ligase with a similar architecture, where the amino terminus of the cullin engages targets and functions as a substrate targeting module, and the carboxy terminus engages the E2, functioning as a ubiquitin transfer module (Figure 1B) . Cullin binding to substrates and E2-ubiquitin conjugating enzymes is indirect. Most cullins first bind to an adaptor protein which in turn binds to a family of substrate receptors that then recruit substrates for ubiquitination (Figure 1) . Similarly, cullin proteins indirectly interact with one of two RING domain containing proteins (Roc1/Rbx1 or Roc2/Rbx2) which in turn bind to E2 ubiquitin conjugating enzymes. This architecture is shared among all known CRL complexes.
The archetypical CRL sub-family, and one which will be discussed in greater detail, is the Skp1-Cul1-F-box family of CRLs. These ligases, commonly referred to as SCF or CRL1 ligases, utilize a family of 69 interchangeable substrate receptor proteins, termed F-box proteins, which designate substrates for ubiquitination and degradation. F-box proteins rely on an F-box domain to interact with an adaptor protein termed Skp1, which bridges F-box proteins to Cul1 (Figure 2) . The CRL nomenclature dictates that specific ligase complexes are depicted with the F-Box protein as a superscript, following the name of the cullin complex. Thus, Cul1-based CRLs, in complex with the F-box substrate receptor Skp2, are designated as SCF Skp2 or CRL1 Skp2 (hereafter, Cul1-based CRL complexes will be referred to as SCF).
Importantly, substrate receptors recognize proteins for degradation based on short, linear sequence motifs, called degrons. Degron sequences are shared among the substrates of a specific E3. In addition, degrons are transferrable, and the addition of degron sequences to non-substrates is often sufficient to trigger their recognition by the E3 and subsequent ubiquitination and degradation. Also, many substrate receptors, although not all, require post-translation modification (e.g. phosphorylation) of the substrate within the degron for the substrate to be recognized, ubiquitinated, and degraded. Thus, the degradation of many SCF substrates is regulated at the level of the substrate and is a two-step process. First, the substrate must be present and modified, and second, the ligase must also be available, thereby enabling substrate recognition and degradation. It is important to note that each substrate receptor can have many substrates. Furthermore, individual substrates can be controlled by multiple ligases. Finally, distinct substrate adaptors can themselves be targeted for degradation by other E3 ligases.
The Cul1-based SCF ligases are the founding members of the CRL family. They were first discovered in yeast based on their role in controlling cell cycle progression. Their discovery grew out of gain-of-function screens performed by Elledge and colleagues, which identified suppressors of the yeast cell cycle mutant Cdc4. This screen uncovered a new protein, whose mRNA and protein levels oscillated during the cell cycle. Moreover, the amino acid sequence of this new protein included a Cyclin homology domain, similar to that found in the previously identified Cyclins A, B, D, and E. Thus, this new protein was named Cyclin F [11] . Significantly, Cyclin F contained a domain with sequence similarity to Cdc4, which they named the F-box domain. They found that the F-box domains in Cyclin F and Cdc4 were essential for tethering both proteins to the ubiquitin machinery via binding to Skp1 [12] . Shortly thereafter, the Harper lab, in collaboration with Elledge, as well as the Deshaies lab, showed that SCF complexes could trigger the ubiquitination and degradation of the yeast CDK inhibitor Sic1. Moreover, these studies demonstrated that the F-box protein Cdc4 preferentially bound to the phosphorylated version of Sic1, thereby triggering its ubiquitination and degradation [13, 14] .
The Anaphase Promoting Complex/Cyclosome
Like other E3 ubiquitin ligases, the Anaphase Promoting Complex/Cyclosome (APC/C) plays an important role in protein degradation. APC/C regulates the Ubiquitin Signaling in Regulation of the Start of the Cell Cycle DOI: http://dx.doi.org /10.5772/intechopen.82874 ubiquitination and degradation of the CDK activator proteins Cyclin A and Cyclin B, in addition to many other cell cycle regulated proteins. As such, it is a core component of the cell cycle oscillator. As its name suggests, the APC/C is activated in metaphase of mitosis, during which time it triggers the ubiquitination and degradation of numerous proteins including two critical substrates, Cyclin B and securin, thereby "promoting anaphase" and mitotic exit. In addition to its essential function in mitosis, APC/C also plays an evolutionarily conserved role in G1-phase. The APC/C remains active throughout G1, where in contrast to its role in promoting progression through mitosis, the APC/C restrains progression through G1-phase into S-phase [17] , and is not turned off until immediately prior to the start of DNA replication [15, 16] . Significantly, APC/C inactivation at the G1/S boundary is required for the start of S-phase.
Similar to the CRLs discussed above, the APC/C has both a cullin-like subunit (APC2) and a RING subunit (APC11). However, the APC/C is significantly different than the CRL ligases discussed above. Notably, the APC/C is composed of 18 polypeptide subunits and is a remarkable 1.2 mDa in size (Figure 3) . The cullin subunit, APC2, is the most divergent of the cullins, and lacks features that are common among other cullin proteins. For example, while other cullin proteins are post-translationally modified and activated by the small, ubiquitin-like protein Nedd8, this process is not thought to be involved in APC/C activity.
The APC/C utilizes either of two substrate receptors during somatic cell cycles. First, during mitosis, the APC/C binds to the substrate receptor/coactivator Cdc20, which brings Cyclin B and Securin to the APC/C for ubiquitination. Immediately following mitotic exit, APC/C shifts to using a second substrate adaptor, the Cdc20related protein Cdh1/Fzr1 (hereafter referred to as Cdh1). The Cdh1-bound form of APC/C remains active throughout G1-phase and targets a myriad of cell cycle regulators for degradation, including proteins involved in transcription, nucleotide metabolism, and CDK activation. Thus, it is APC/C Cdh1 that must be inactivated prior to the beginning of S-phase. Both Cdc20 and Cdh1 recognize substrates via short, linear degron motifs in substrates. The most well-characterized and widespread of these degron motifs among APC/C substrates are the D-box (amino acid sequence R-X-X-L, where X is any amino acid) and the KEN box (amino acid sequence K-E-N). Thus, the ability of Cdc20 or Cdh1 to recruit substrate proteins harboring D-or KEN-box motifs to the APC/C is required for the subsequent ubiquitination and destruction of APC/C targets.
Like the SCF, the APC/C was identified by virtue of its key role in cell cycle. It had been known that the key CDK activator Cyclin B is controlled by degradation, Figure 3 . Architecture of the APC/C ubiquitin ligase. The color scheme is the same as above for SCF ligases. Several proteins are specifically shown, including the cullin subunit APC2, the RING subunit APC11, and the substrate receptor Cdh1. Note that there are many more components. and that both the accumulation and degradation of Cyclin B play a vital role in cell cycles, particularly in early frog embryos [18] . In 1995, the regulator of Cyclin B was discovered by the Kirschner and Hershko labs, who named it the Anaphase Promoting Complex and Cyclosome, respectively [19, 20].
Role and regulation of SCF ligases in G1/S control
The SCF complexes can assemble from any one of 69 well-established substrate receptor F-box proteins in humans. A subset of SCF ubiquitin ligase complexes have been directly implicated in G1/S control. Here we will discuss the role of each of these distinct complexes and/or substrate receptors, aspects of their regulation and function, and their contribution to G1 progression and S-phase initiation.
CDC4
The yeast specific Cell Division Control gene/protein 4, called Cdc4, was one of the original cell cycle mutants identified by Hartwell and colleagues, who later received the Nobel Prize for the analysis of cell cycle in budding yeast. They showed that Cdc4 mutant yeast arrest at the G1/S boundary, prior to the start of DNA replication [21]. However, it took another 20 years for the essential molecular function of Cdc4 in promoting cell cycle progression to become clear, and in doing so, laid the foundation for the discovery of CRL ligases.
As the analysis of cell cycle control became increasingly popular in the late 1980s and early 1990s, researchers revisited the role of Cdc4. Nasmyth and colleagues showed that the budding yeast Cdc4 mutants, which arrest before the start of DNA replication when grown at their restrictive temperature, lack appreciable CDK activity [22] . Interestingly, cell cycle arrest is caused by an inability of Cdc4 mutant cells to downregulate the yeast CKI Sic1, which normally decreases at the end of G1. The decrease in Sic1 allows the increase in CDK activity needed to enter S-phase. Thus, yeast cells cannot enter S-phase when Cdc4 is inactivated [11] .
As discussed above, Cdc4 is an F-box protein that binds to Sic1, promoting its ubiquitination by the SCF Cdc4 complex. The mechanism by which Cdc4 recognizes Sic1 to promote its degradation provides a clear example of the interplay between phosphorylation and ubiquitination cascades. Interestingly, Sic1 must first be phosphorylated by Cyclin-CDK complexes, and this phosphorylation enables the binding of Cdc4 to Sic1 [13, 14] . Once phosphorylated and bound to Cdc4, Sic1 is recruited to the SCF complex for ubiquitination (Figure 4) . Thus, CDKs promote their own activity at the G1/S boundary by triggering the degradation of their inhibitor, Sic1 (Figure 4B ). This implies a positive feedback loop in control of S-phase entry. While the mechanism by which Cdc4 controls G1/S is largely attributed to its role in destroying Sic1, Cdc4 has also been linked to other cell cycle regulators and proteins involved in proliferative control. . Because Cdc4 has many substrates, it plays a complex and multi-faceted role in yeast cell cycle, among other processes.
Skp2
The F-box protein Skp2 has been well-characterized in human cells and plays an important role in the G1/S transition. Similar to Cdc4, Skp2 plays a key role Ubiquitin Signaling in Regulation of the Start of the Cell Cycle DOI: http://dx.doi.org /10.5772/intechopen.82874 in regulating CDKs by promoting the destruction of CKI proteins. In particular, Skp2 plays an important role in promoting the destruction of the human CKI p27 [32, 33] . Moreover, the ubiquitination of p27 by SCF Skp2 requires that it first be phosphorylated by CDK, and this subsequently targets p27 for destruction, suggesting a similar positive feedback loop in G1/S regulation ( Figure 5) [34]. Similarly, SCF Skp2 can target two other CKI proteins for degradation. These are p21 and p57, both of which are degraded in proliferating cells going through the cell cycle [35, 36] , although p21 is also degraded by a second Cul4-based CRL ligase once DNA replication has begun [37] . Finally, Skp2 has been linked to the degradation of the retinoblastoma related protein RBL2/p130 [38, 39] . Like RB, RBL2/ p130 restrains the activity of a cell cycle E2F transcription factor that promotes proliferation and cell cycle progression.
As might be expected, Due to its role in promoting S-phase via the degradation of CKIs, Skp2 is often overexpressed in cancers, which likely contributes to cancer cell proliferation [40] . Chemical approaches aimed at identifying Skp2 inhibitors have been undertaken, with some success [41, 42] .
In addition to its role in regulating several target proteins, including the CKIs discussed above, Skp2 plays a complex and more paradoxical role in regulating proliferation. The Myc transcription factor is a potent oncogene, that is activated in many cancers and which drives proliferation through myriad mechanisms [43] . Myc is ubiquitinated by Skp2 [44, 45] . However, remarkably, the ubiquitination and degradation of Myc catalyzed by SCF Skp2 triggers an increase in Myc activity. This is consistent with prior work implicating proteolysis in the activation of several transcription factors in both yeast and humans [46] . Accordingly, a stable allele of Myc that cannot be ubiquitinated is more abundant, localized to target promoters, but it is less active [47] . Taken together, these studies paint a complex picture of the role of Skp2 in cell cycle progression but suggest an important role in proliferation and likely in the pathogenesis of cancer.
Interestingly, Skp2 is itself regulated by ubiquitin mediated proteolysis. Skp2 is targeted for degradation by the Anaphase Promoting Complex/Cyclosome during G1-phase of the cell cycle [48, 49] . The degradation of p27 requires the upregulation of Skp2. This degradation would presumably occur after Skp2 levels accumulate, following the inactivation of APC/C, which occurs in late G1. That is, APC/C inactivation should lead to an increase in Skp2 levels, since Skp2 would no longer be degraded. Only then could Skp2 promote the degradation of p27. However, this complex order of events remains unclear and has not yet been tested directly. Since the abundance of CKIs, like p27, should prevent the activation of G1/S CDKs, this also implies that APC/C inactivation precedes CDK activation. As discussed below, this too remains unknown, and recent evidence suggests, in fact, that APC/C inactivation occurs after CDK activation in G1 [16] .
In addition to its regulation by ubiquitination, Skp2 is also regulated by phosphorylation. This phosphorylation is mediated, in part, by the oncogenic kinase AKT [50] . Notably, AKT kinase activity is cell cycle regulated, and begins to increase in late G1-phase [51] . Skp2 phosphorylation by AKT increases Skp2 stability and alters its localization. Surprisingly, SCF Skp2 also ubiquitinates AKT, and enhances AKT activation [52] . The degradation of p27 and activation of AKT and Myc, by Skp2, are likely to play an important role in tumor biology and treatment. The degradation of p27, a negative cell cycle regulator, creates an environment more permissive to proliferation because cells lacking p27 can progress through the cell cycle more rapidly. In addition, the activation of AKT and Myc could contribute significantly to cancer cell cycles.
Figure 5. SCF Skp2 promotes S-phase entry in humans by triggering the degradation of the CKI p27. (A) Binding between p27 and Skp2 is triggered by phosphorylation of p27, which then promotes p27 ubiquitination and degradation. (B) A positive feedback loop between Skp2, p27 and CDK promotes S-phase entry.
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Cyclin F/FBX01
The eponymous Cyclin F is the founding member of the F-box family of E3 ubiquitin ligases [11, 12, 53] . Cyclin F is unique among F-box proteins in that it contains a Cyclin homology domain, similar to canonical Cyclins that bind and activate CDKs. However, unlike those other Cyclins, Cyclin F neither binds nor activates a CDK [53] . In addition, Cyclin F levels oscillate strongly throughout the cell cycle, and this is the result of both changes in its transcription and degradation. Notably, Cyclin F is the only F-box protein that was identified as cell cycle regulated in all global studies of human cell cycle transcriptional dynamics [54] . Accordingly, Cyclin F knockout mouse embryonic fibroblasts showed a strong defect in cell cycle entry following synchronization in quiescence [55] . Nevertheless, despite this strong cell cycle phenotype and being the first described F-box protein in higher eukaryotes, Cyclin F went a long time without having a bona fide substrate.
The first two substrates described for Cyclin F were the centrosome protein CP110 and the spindle associated, mitotic phospho-protein NUSAP1 [56, 57] , further supporting a role in cell cycle, and pointing to a function in organizing the microtubule cytoskeleton. In addition, Cyclin F regulates the RRM2 subunit of ribonucleotide reductase [58] , histone mRNA stem loop binding protein SLBP [59] , and the DNA replication protein Cdc6 [60] , highlighting a role in S-phase progression and genome stability.
Importantly, Cyclin F regulates the degradation of Cdh1, the substrate receptor for the APC/C ubiquitin ligase (Figure 6) . APC/C Cdh1 is activated throughout G1-phase and its inactivation is critical for S-phase entry. Thus, Cyclin F-mediated degradation of Cdh1 was shown to play a critical role in entry into S-phase [61] . Interestingly, in addition to targeting the APC/C substrate receptor Cdh1 for degradation, Cyclin F is also a substrate of APC/C in mitosis and early G1-phase [61] . Thus, Cyclin F exists in a double-negative feedback loop with APC/C, where it is a substrate in mitosis and early G1, and then the regulator of Cdh1 degradation in late G1 and S-phase (Figure 6) .
Like Skp2, Cyclin F is also phosphorylated by the oncogenic kinase AKT [62] . Similar to Skp2, the phosphorylation of Cyclin F by AKT leads to a significant increase in Cyclin F stability. Phosphorylation by AKT enhances Cyclin F assembly into SCF ligase complexes. Thus, phosphorylation contributes to the switch in Cyclin F, from being an APC/C substrate to being capable of targeting for Cdh1 degradation in late G1-phase [62] . The tight regulation of Cyclin F throughout the cell cycle, its substrates, phosphorylation by AKT, and regulation by other E3s, point to its critical role in cell cycle progression. Moreover, these results suggest that Cyclin F is a key regulatory node mediating the interaction between AKT-dependent growth factor signaling and the core cell cycle machinery.
FBXW7/FBW7/FBXO30
The SCF Fbxw7 ubiquitin ligase (also called SCF FBW7 or SCF FBXO30 ) is the most tightly linked to cancer proliferation of all SCF-type E3s [63] . Fbxw7, is highly mutated in human cancers, and exhibits both truncating mutations throughout its gene body, as well as "hotspot" point mutations in its substrate binding motif. Interestingly, while Fbxw7 is generally considered a tumor suppressor [64] , "hotspot" mutations are more commonly found in oncogenes, such as the common G12V mutation recurrently observed in oncogenic K-Ras in many human malignancies. SCF Fbxw7 promotes cell cycle progression by regulating the degradation of Cyclin E, the key activator of CDK2 at the G1/S boundary [63, [65] [66] [67] . In addition, Fbxw7 regulates the ubiquitination and destruction of numerous other pro-proliferative and cancer associated proteins, including Myc [68, 69] , Notch [70, 71] and Jun [72] .
Similar to other SCF ligases, the SCF Fbxw7 ligase recognizes substrates through phospho-degron motifs, with the most well characterized being that on Cyclin E. The phosphorylation of Cyclin E, by CDK2 or GSK3, can promote the degradation of Cyclin E by enhancing its binding to Fbxw7 [64, 66, 67, 73] . In addition, Fbxw7 homo-dimerizes, and this dimerization plays an important role in its ability to target substrates for degradation [74] . 
SCF Cyclin F and APC/C constitute a double-negative feedback loop. (A) APC/C Cdh1 targets Cyclin F for degradation in late mitosis and early G1. (B) SCF Cyclin F targets Cdh1 for degradation in late G1 and S-phase. (C) Together, this suggests a temporally ordered, double negative feedback loop that promotes S-phase entry.
EMI1/Fbx05
Emi1 is a cell cycle regulated F-box domain-containing protein. However, Emi1 is unique among F-box proteins in that it has no known substrates, despite the fact that it binds tightly to the SCF adaptor Skp1. Emi1 is instead a key regulator of the cell cycle E3 ligase APC/C [75] .
Many studies have demonstrated the potent and extensive role that Emi1 plays in inhibiting APC/C. Emi1 acts as a pseudo-substrate for APC/C, blocking the binding and ubiquitination of substrates [76] . In addition, Emi1 can alter the binding of the APC/C E2 ubiquitin conjugating enzymes, providing additional layers of regulation [77] [78] [79] .
The association of Emi1 with S-phase entry is complex. Based largely on gainof-function approaches, Emi1 was shown capable of inhibiting APC/C at the G1/S boundary and promoting S-phase entry [80] . This was fitting, since Emi1 abundance is controlled by the E2F family of transcription factors, which are activated in mid G1 and promote G1/S [80] . However, loss of Rca1, the fly version of Emi1, leads to an accumulation of cells in later stages of the cell cycle, not at G1/S [81] . Similarly, the loss of Emi1 in human cells was reported to induce the reactivation of APC/C during S and G2-phase, and to induce DNA re-replication as a result of the degradation of proteins which normally restrain licensing of replication origins [82, 83] . However, consistent with early gain-of-function studies, recent single cell approaches suggest that Emi1 contributes to the kinetics of APC/C inactivation at G1/S, and that Emi1 locks APC/C in an off state once S-phase begins [16] . Surprisingly, Emi1 might also be a substrate of the APC/C [84] . If Emi1 is a substrate of APC/C, this implies that Emi1 could be ubiquitinated by APC/C in early G1, and that it later accumulates as an inhibitor to inactivate APC/C and promote S-phase entry, much like Cyclin F [84] . This adds to our understanding of Emi1 degradation, wherein previous studies had shown it was degraded in mitosis by the SCF bTRCP ubiquitin ligase [85, 86] . It will be important in the future to determine if altering the ubiquitination and degradation of Emi1 by APC/C accelerates progression through G1/S and to determine how this is coordinated with other SCF ligases that regulate G1/S.
Involvement of APC/C in G1/S
An extensive body of evidence has defined the role of APC/C Cdh1 in G1/S control [17] . Early studies in yeast showed that Cyclin proteolysis starts in late mitosis but then persists as cells continue through G1-phase [87] . In addition, yeast cells lacking Cdh1 are defective at arresting in G1-phase. Similar results have been observed across all eukaryotes in which loss of Cdh1 has been studied, including worms [88, 89] , flies [90] , chickens [91] , mice [92] and humans [16, 61, 93] . The loss of Cdh1 accelerates progression through G0/G1 and promotes the start of S-phase. In addition, cells lacking Cdh1 are universally defective in G0/G1 arrest [17] . Accordingly, single allelic loss of Cdh1, the APC/C substrate receptor/coactivator in G0/G1-phase, is sufficient to cause tumors in mice [94] . Since the APC/C controls the stability of many dozens of substrates, it is unlikely that any one provides the basis for how cells enter S-phase in the absence of G1 APC/C function. Instead, it is more likely that the concerted upregulation of many cell cycle drivers together provides an explanation for the vital role of APC/C in restraining G1/S. Nevertheless, the APC/C is among a small group of key signaling molecules that prevent entry into S-phase of the cell cycle. These regulators include the retinoblastoma tumor suppressor and its related proteins p107 and p130, as well as the CDK inhibitors p21, p27 and p57.
Myriad mechanisms account for the inactivation of APC/C at the G1/S boundary, some of which were discussed above. This includes the degradation of Cdh1 by SCF Cyclin F and perhaps by the APC/C itself [61, 95] . The APC/C E2 enzymes, Ube2S and Ube2C, are unstable proteins and are also APC/C substrates [4, 96] . The substrate receptor Cdh1 is subject to CDK dependent phosphorylation, preventing its association with the APC/C and likely affecting its localization [89, [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] . Finally, accumulation of Emi1 is controlled by E2F, contributing to APC/C inhibition [16, 80, 84] .
Distilling the complexity of ubiquitination in G1/S
The interconnected web of enzymes, substrates, and pathways discussed above paints a complicated picture of G1/S control. Remarkably, our understanding of the role of ubiquitin ligases in S-phase entry pales in comparison to studies performed on parallel kinase signaling cascades that converge on the E2F transcription factor. In quiescent and early G1 cells, E2F activity is repressed by the retinoblastoma tumor suppressor (RB), as well as the RB-like proteins P130 and P107. The phosphorylation of RB, first by Cyclin D-CDK4/6, and then by Cyclin E-Cdk2, inactivates RB and derepresses E2F. This derepression, in turn, triggers the transcriptional upregulation of many genes needed for S-phase entry.
How then do the pathways described above fit together with each other, and with the canonical CDK-RB-E2F pathway? We propose that multiple pathways act coordinately to promote the start of DNA replication. The most well-studied of these is the RB-E2F pathway, which promotes S-phase entry by promoting the expression of numerous cell cycle genes. In parallel, ubiquitin signaling pathways that control the degradation of numerous cell cycle proteins coordinate entry into S-phase. First, SCF Skp2 must be active and able to promote the degradation of CKI proteins. Second, SCF Fbw7 must be inactive or otherwise unable to ubiquitinate its substrates Cyclin E and Myc, which accumulate to promote cell cycle. Third, SCF Cyclin F must be available to trigger the degradation of Cdh1 and help promote the inactivation of APC/C. And finally, the APC/C must be inactivated, by Cyclin F and other pathways, allowing for the accumulation of cell cycle proteins (many of which are transcribed by E2F), to promote S-phase entry (Figure 7) . It is notable that Cyclin F and Skp2, as well as many other cell cycle proteins, are downregulated by APC/C. Altogether, this suggests that aberrant APC/C inactivation could promote cancer cell cycles. Accordingly, single allelic loss of Cdh1 causes cancer in mice [94] . How APC/C might be inactivated in cancer remains an open question of significant importance that has only recently begun to be studied [17] .
Upstream of these regulators are myriad kinase signaling cascades. These kinase cascades include, for example, the phosphorylation of RB by CDK4/6 and also CDK2; phosphorylation of Cyclin F and Skp2 by AKT; and, phosphorylation of Myc and Cyclin E, thereby marking them for degradation by Fbw7. Significantly, we hypothesize that these pathways control S-phase entry by globally remodeling the protein landscape either through changes in gene expression or protein degradation. The activity of CDK2, CDK4/6 and AKT is dysregulated in many cancers. This suggests that dysregulated cell cycle transcription, as well as dysregulated cell cycle ubiquitination, likely contributes to a weakening of the G1/S boundary and uncontrolled cancer cell cycles.
Testing this hypothesis and determining how these pathways are integrated remains an important question for future study. Determining the order of and Ubiquitin Signaling in Regulation of the Start of the Cell Cycle DOI: http://dx.doi.org /10.5772/intechopen.82874 integration between these pathways is also critical. For example, recent live imaging studies demonstrated that CDK2 becomes active in mid-G1, several hours before APC/C is turned off. Moreover, these studies indicate that APC/C inactivation occurs at nearly the same time as DNA replication [16] . What is unclear is how Emi1, Cyclin F, and Skp2 accumulate at this time, as these proteins have never before been studied together in the same experimental system. In addition, the overwhelming majority of studies that have interrogated the kinetics of their accumulation have relied on bulk biochemical measurements (immunoblots) in synchronized cells. While informative, these studies would be better undertaken in asynchronous cells using either immunofluorescence or live cell reporters. Further, CDK2 activity begins to increase many hours before the inactivation of APC/C. It is therefore unknown how APC/C remains active into late G1-phase and is protected from CDK-dependent inactivation. Resolving these important questions will provide insight regarding how cells breach the G1/S boundary during the homeostatic cell cycles that occur during organismal development and growth, or in response to cell damage or wounding. Importantly, the G1/S boundary is universally dysfunctional in cancer and is the target of therapeutic interventions in the treatment of disease. Therefore, unraveling the complex pathways and mechanisms by which the ubiquitin system contributes to G1/S will shed light on both the etiology and treatment of cancer in the future. 
